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Divya Spandana born 29 November 1982 known professionally as Ramya Kannada is an Indian film actress and politician. She primarily works in Kannada film industry but also appears in Tamil and Telugu language films.
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Snehaloka is a 1999 Indian Kannada romantic drama film directed by S Mahendar and produced by N Bharathi Devi. The film has an ensemble cast prising Ramesh Aravind, Ramkumar, Shashikumar and Anu Prabhakar in the lead roles. Best Kannada Novels 85 books Goodreads
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Vatsyayana S Book the Kama Sutra in Parts of the World is presumed or depicted as a synonym for creative sexual positions. In reality only 20 of Kama Sutra is about sexual positions. The majority of the book notes Jacob Levy is about the philosophy and theory of love. What triggers desire what sustains it how and when it.